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Agenda

Developing a daily writing habit
Strategies for tackling big writing projects

Daily Writing Habits
Make it a routine
Establish a regular writing schedule so that writing becomes a
habit or routine for you. You might decide to write at the same
time each day or draft a certain number of pages or paragraphs
each day or write for a certain amount of time each day.
Find a physical space and routine that works for you and stick
with it.
Complete a writing session and set goals “at the top of the hill.”

Daily Writing Habits
Set SMART Goals
Specific, Measurable, Achievable, Realistic/Results-Focused,
Time bound
Like This
▪ Read two articles and write a paragraph about each
▪ Work on drafting my methodology section for 20 minutes
▪ Reread my results section (8 pages), making notes for
where I may need to include additional data or analysis
▪ Create a chart summarizing participant demographics

Daily Writing Habits
Write a Strategic Plan
Be realistic about your time commitments (professional and
personal). Create a strategic plan at the start of each new
quarter or month or whatever works best for you. Be flexible
and generous with yourself about your plan.
Build in breaks
Take the weekends off from writing, or a couple days during the
week if that works best for your schedule. You can’t pour from
an empty cup. You need time away from the writing in order to
return with fresh eyes and renewed energy.

Daily Writing Habits
Build in Daily or Weekly Rewards For Yourself
Walk your dog, paint your nails, buy a fancy coffee drink, take a
hike, watch your favorite movie, visit your mom. Plan your
rewards and write them down so you know what you’re
working towards.
Have a Weekly Planning Meeting with Yourself
I do Friday afternoons, some people do Monday mornings,
some folks do Sunday nights (but that breaks the no writing on
the weekend rule). Take 20 minutes each week to check in with
your strategic plan and set realistic writing goals for the week.

Daily Writing Habits
Prioritize the Writing
In terms of academic labor, writing is more important than
teaching or service, and writing makes us better teachers and
community members. How can you make your other
commitments smaller, more manageable, or put writing first?
Form a Writing Group and Meet with Them Regularly
Consider organizing a writing group with peers to support each
other’s writing lives. These writing groups might comment on
each other’s work, write together, or simply help keep
participants accountable. Form your own groups or consider
joining DU’s graduate student writing accountability groups.

Daily Writing Habits
Let’s reflect
What seems helpful or useful to you from the workshop so
far?
Which of these strategies do you already use as part of your
writing?
What challenges or difficulties do you see for developing a
daily or regular writing habit?
Name one or two strategies you could try out as part of your
writing in the next month or two.

Tackling Big Writing Projects
Plan
Make a plan for your project with specific dates and deadlines
for specific sections or smaller tasks involved with the project.
Be flexible and generous with yourself and your plan.
Build in breaks
Scheduling short breaks (taking a week off between research or
field work and writing, for example) will help you clear your
head and ensure that you begin working again promptly.

Tackling Big Writing Projects
Take the path of least resistance
Start writing whichever portion of your project feels easiest,
even if that’s the middle of it. By the time you get to the harder
sections, you’ll have had plenty of preparation for them.
Consult with mentors
Talk regularly with mentors, peers, or faculty who can offer you
support while you plan, draft, and revise for a major project. Do
some reflection to figure out what your needs are, and then
advocate for yourself to make sure you’re getting the support
you need.

Tackling Big Writing Projects
Stop researching and start writing
OR
Keep researching but start writing
Don’t wait to write! Beginning to work on portions of the writing
even as you continue to research or analyze your data will help
you focus your research and analysis as precisely as possible,
and you won't be left with one large chunk of writing at the end
of the project when the data no longer feels fresh or exciting.

Tackling Big Writing Projects
Rhetorical Genre Analysis
Gather helpful examples of works you care about. This could be
articles published in journals you hope to publish in, works on
topics similar to your own topic, works with methodologies
similar to your own, or works published by people you know so
that you can talk to them about the process and lifecycle of a
project. As you read or reread these pieces, keep track of writing
strategies you might want to adopt or adapt in your own
writing.

Tackling Big Writing Projects
Read for How to Write

Tackling Big Writing Projects
Form Inspires Content
IMRD for Sciences and Social Sciences
▪ Introduction
▪ Methods
▪ Results
▪ Discussion
Some fields are receptive of anecdotal or personal connections in
introductory sections or throughout—is your field?
Does your field encourage visual representations of data? How might you
feature graphs, concept maps, tables, images, charts, videos, infographics
or other multimodal features in your writing?

Tackling Big Writing Projects
Getting Stuck
Writers block happens to all of us. Here are some strategies for dealing with
it:
▪ Take some time away
▪ Work on another project or another section of your project
▪

▪
▪

Consider developing a system for yourself wherein you always have two
or three projects going that you can bounce between when one gets
stale for you

Print your draft out in hard copy and write notes for yourself about
revisions to make
Read your writing aloud to yourself or to a friend and note possible
places for revision. Or have your computer read your writing aloud
to you.

Tackling Big Writing Projects
Getting Stuck. You Are Not Alone.
▪ Go to the writing center with a draft—Get some outside
feedback!
▪ Graduate Writing Accountability Groups through the DU
Writing Center
▪ Consult with a colleague, friend, or mentor. Ask them to
read some portion of your work that you need help with.
▪ Read an article that you love or admire or aspire to, do
some rhetorical genre analysis, how can you jumpstart
your writing with some model strategies or moves?
▪ Submit proposals to conferences in your field, present at
conferences, meet other scholars, discuss your work

Tackling Big Writing Projects
Rejection is an Opportunity
• Rejections come with feedback!
• Rejection can be an opportunity to retool your work for
another venue.

Tackling Big Writing Projects
Celebrate Whenever You Can
Big milestones or small, celebrate your work and progress
whenever and however you can

Tackling Big Writing Projects
Let’s Set Some Goals
Do any of the strategies mentioned today seem immediately
useful to you? Could you try out one or two of these
strategies during the remainder of the retreat this afternoon?
Will you be working on any writing projects over the winter
break? Why or why not? (There is no right or wrong answer
here. Just hoping to get you to check in with yourself).
Would any of these writing strategies be useful to you over
the winter break?

